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How will I make Indiana a model of election sanctity for all America?
Specifically, I will enact three reforms as Secretary of State of Indiana, to become a prototype for all of America to emulate.

DIEGO MORALES
REPORT CARD
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PRE-ELECTION COMMITMENTS

DIEGO’S SOLUTIONS  Click to read full article

POST-ELECTION RESULTS GRADE
PAPER BALLOTS, 
HAND-COUNTED

Indiana still utilizes hackable electronic voting systems which 
Diego opposed when running. A “Trust and Transparency 
Act,” HB1286, which should have been the first bill Diego 
championed in 2023, has been introduced this year by Rep. 
Sweet. Will Diego support this? He has the backing of the RNC, 
who formally adopted a Resolution in 2023 entitled the “Return 
to Excellence in Voting,” resolving to support counties that 
implement hand counting procedures that are fully auditable.

Legislation which will tighten up proof of U.S. citizenship, 
HB1264, has been introduced into the Indiana House. Looks 
promising. Will Diego offer his strong support to get this bill  
out of committee and passed by the legislature?

Eleven options for requesting mail-in ballots are 
untouched and still in play. No limitations have been 
proposed.

PROOF OF CITIZENSHIP 
TO VOTE

IN-PERSON VOTING: 
LIMIT THE USE OF 
MAIL-IN BALLOTS
to restore Hoosier 
confidence in elections

We must MOVE TO PAPER BALLOTS with a physical audit trail that CANNOT BE HACKED. 

We must insist on IDENTIFICATION TO VOTE, to certify that every ballot comes from a legitimate American citizen. 

Finally, we must mandate that EVERY HOOSIER VOTE IN PERSON IF POSSIBLE, WITH IMPORTANT EXCEPTIONS 
for those who cannot physically get to the polls, including the infirm and those serving America on deployment, 
as I myself served in the US Army.
With these reforms, we can ensure that we NEVER REPEAT THE MISTAKES OF 2020 and we can  
MAKE INDIANA A MODEL STATE FOR ELECTION SANCTITY. 
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Diego appealed the victory from John Rust’s lawsuit pertaining 
to the unconstitutionality of the two-primary rule and asked 
for a stay. In 2022, dozens of promising and capable non-
Establishment candidates (both R and D) were prevented from 
running for office because they had not voted in two primaries. 
This appeal and request for a stay of the judge’s decision appears 
to have been done to protect those already in power.

PROUD MAGA DEPLORABLE

HB1505 was introduced by Rep. Speedy in 2023, but was not 
supported by Diego. This bill required accessible source code 
from vendors and electronic voting system equipment to be 
forensically audited before, during and after the 2022 election. 
Why didn’t Diego think this was important? Now, in 2024, Rep. 
Sweet has introduced the “Trust and Transparency Act,” HB1286, 
which would allow Diego to fulfill completely his promises and 
his oath to protect our elections from enemies both foreign and 
domestic. Will he make clear to our Election Committee Chairs 
and to our legislators that he fully supports this bill and expects 
their support of it as well? Go, Diego, go!

Diego on War Room: “I am gonna be the 
protector and defender of our elections.”

Diego on War Room:  
“I’m a Proud Deplorable.”
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https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=484438983486877&set=pb.100057623396569.-2207520000&type=3
https://hoosierstatetoday.com/stories/621591355-opinion-holli-sullivan-dodges-on-election-sanctity-i-will-lead
https://iga.in.gov/legislative/2024/bills/house/1286/details
https://iga.in.gov/legislative/2024/bills/house/1286/details
https://iga.in.gov/legislative/2024/bills/house/1286/details
https://iga.in.gov/legislative/2024/bills/house/1286/details
https://iga.in.gov/legislative/2024/bills/house/1264/details
https://iga.in.gov/legislative/2024/bills/house/1264/details
https://rumble.com/v197b72-in-sos-candidate-diego-morales-celebrates-grassroots-victory-based-on-elect.html


TRANSPARENCY FROM THE  
SECRETARY OF STATE OFFICE

No Cast Vote Record transparency. Cast vote records (CVRs) are 
paid for by Hoosier citizens and are not ‘private’ per the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology. Over half the states  
have provided their CVRs to citizen analysts. Why not Indiana? 
No Transparency. No Trust. 

Thankfully, Indiana never used the ERIC (Electronic Registration 
Information Center) system. 

Indiana has had its own statewide voter roll system since 2005.

DIEGO TOOK SEVERAL COUNTY 
CLERKS TO GUATEMALA to see a 
demo of hand-counting ballots. 

What was the purpose of this trip? Why was $20,000 in  
privately funded and federal grant money used?

The group witnessed demos of voters using color-coded ballots, 
and dipping their fingers in ink to prevent double-voting. 

Guatemala utilizes paper ballots. Why don’t we?

PRE-ELECTION COMMITMENTS POST-ELECTION RESULTS GRADE
REDUCE EARLY VOTING Below, Diego’s staff endorse “Bank the Vote” at Republican 

booth.  Banking the Vote is the opposite of reduced early 
voting. The RNC Resolution of 2023 supports precinct polling, 
opposes vote centers, and supports “preventing further 
expansion of early voting that makes Election Day tabulation 
more complicated and delayed.”

All of the failed grades above could have 
been passing grades had Diego employed 
the courage necessary.

DIEGO  
POSTED ON 
FACEBOOK 
June 20, 2022:

THE AMERICA FIRST COALITION

Election skeptics slow to get sweeping changes in GOP states 
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A pragmatic, functional agenda was agreed upon which the  
candidates will implement upon their election to Secretary of  
State within their respective jurisdictions. It includes:
  1. Voter ID ...................................................................
  2. Paper Ballots .........................................................
  3. Eliminate Mail-In Ballots;  ................................  
       Keep Traditional Absentee Ballots
  4. Single-Day Voting ...............................................
  5. Unfettered Poll Watch Reforms .....................
  6. Aggressive Voter Roll Clean-Up .....................
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Diego states  
he will 
REPLACE ERIC 
WITH A  
SYSTEM 
THAT WORKS  
FOR US.

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=481402557123853&set=pb.100057623396569.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=133820846324237&set=pb.100090889655352.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=754853219778784&set=pb.100057623396569.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=491581022772673&set=pb.100057623396569.-2207520000&type=3
https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/nation-world/story/2023-02-05/election-skeptics-slow-to-get-sweeping-changes-in-gop-states
https://www.journalgazette.net/news/coffee-and-color-coded-ballots-hoosier-elections-chief-includes-guatemala-on-his-travel-tour/article_85e27dfa-3310-11ee-a420-efff290775d4.html

